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Preface
This pamphlet contains a chapter taken from the book “Arguing for the Constitution,” which was first
released in 2012. The purpose of the writing is twofold: First, to return the Constitution to the center
of all debate and political measurements—thereby removing it from the liberals’ characterization of
the Constitution being a right-wing, extremist document. Second, to provide a firm foundation for
accurate political definitions and measurements.
Both of these elements are vital for our nation to return to a respectful government.
The communication model presented in this pamphlet is “The Constitutional Initial Point,” which is
unique in today’s politics. It defines the political center as our Constitution, instead of the indistinct
center area gamed by the political parties. The Constitutional Initial Point defines the processes that
divide an act between the left and the right, and it defines the intensities of political acts. With this
system, the word “extremist” has a defined meaning, which thwarts the attempts to misuse this word
for political purposes.
There is no other system like it.
Other communication models may present a graph of the political left and right, such as the model
offered by Cleon Skousen, that sweeps from Tyranny on the left to Anarchy on the right. It may be a
good model when world politics are being debated, but it is incapable of accurately measuring political differences in our republic as it ignores our Constitution. In this way, the Constitutional Initial
Point is superior to Skousen’s model, or the bucket models that simply identify left and right without
defining any intensities and without identifying a true center.
The book “Arguing for the Constitution” provides a full explanation of the foundations that lead to
this model’s design, a critical analysis of liberal politics and a chapter on information that every voter
must know.
It's time our nation gets serious about arguing for our Constitutional form of government. To do that,
we must stop arguing with the liberal's design of a right-wing Constitution. It starts here.

The Constitutional Initial Point
Surveying applied to the Constitution
The Key to defining a Constitutional Centrist
“IN DISQUISITIONS of every kind, there are certain primary truths, or
first principles, upon which all subsequent reasonings must depend.”
Alexander Hamilton
Federalist No. 31
This chapter sets new benchmarks for political debate by
introducing a defined and consistent process. I have found this
system has tremendous appeal to people who read blueprints or
work with serious disciplines.
This defined system surveys words and political acts, which
brings about a new clarity in wording and political posturing.
From this point on, you have an opportunity to consider how
politics is measured and how the Constitutional Initial Point
works. Please approach it with an open mind.
First, The Wording
Have you noticed how liberal politicians frequently use the
word “extreme” when they attack their opponent; and how their
acolytes and doting press ape the politician’s cry of the liberals
once again being the victims of extremism? The politicians are
deliberately misusing that word.
So, to develop a clear and logical political communication
process, the Constitutional Initial Point system surveys the
intensities of words, from indifference to extreme, by attaching
the word to the intensity of a political act. Extreme means
an extreme act of government, not an extreme personal
disagreement. This process ends up showing how the politicians
deliberately misuse the word “extreme” to gain a political advantage. This is explained in the graph that follows.
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Starting the Constitutional Initial Point Graph
Our society is accustomed to measuring politics by identifying the
right as conservative and the left as liberal. This may work for
some people, but those who are serious about logic and measurements question that system. It fails to properly address the
Constitution’s design, it fails to be definitive, and it fails to accurately measure the differences between political philosophies.
Before we move further into this system, several foundations must
be set and understood:
Axiom A: The Constitution is the foundation of all law in the U.S.,
therefore it must be the foundation of all political measurements.
The Constitution is the Initial Point (IP).
Axiom B: The directions to the left and right from that initial
point are determined by the character of any change or proposed
change of law. Either it is objective (on the right side—seriously
following the Constitution’s intent and design), or subjective (on
the left side—personalized application of law, from a living and
breathing constitution perspective).
Axiom C: Intensities from the IP are measured from the least
intensity (indifference or apathy) to the most intense (penalty of
death). Between those endpoints is a continuum of intensities.
Axiom D: This model is only useful in U.S. Politics, measuring
one item at a time. It is not used to identify different governments.
From this point forward political measurements will be disciplined.
If I identify something as being on the left or the right, or extreme
or moderate, it will fit within the definitions provided by the CIP
model that is now presented.
For clarity’s sake, I will break this apart in several graphics.
The Constitutional Initial Point has an East-West orientation. The
first step is to place the Constitution in the center of a simple line.
The triangle with the dot inside represents the initial point in maps
and other documents.

But I am going to modify it in order to reflect our Constitution
being the Initial Point by using the following symbol:

All measurements start from this center. From this IP we have
direction and distance. We will define the direction first.
Left or Right?
When working from a foundation of law, we have two ways of
working with that law: Objective (serious, rigid, disciplined) or
Subjective (non-serious, personalized, artistic).
As an example, imagine yourself driving down the road when you
are stopped by a police officer who tells you that his extremely
accurate laser system showed that you were driving 36 milesper-hour in a 35 zone. He issues a citation for your driving one
mile-per-hour over the speed limit. The officer is engaged in the
objective enforcement of the law. Like it or not, you were driving
over the speed limit.
Any of us would be aghast at such enforcement. We expect
a bit of “wiggle room,” a bit of official forgiveness and non-enforcement of the law. That expectation of ours is for the subjective enforcement of law. We do not want the law rigidly enforced, especially when we are the person getting the ticket.
How far one takes that non-enforcement ranges from simple
forgiveness to tyranny.

Right -- The Objective Side
The Right Side of the Constitutional Initial Point model is for the
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objective design, application, and enforcement of law. The right
side is rigid and strict; it has a specific design with no artistic freedoms. The “right” is serious and consistent in its application and
enforcement of law. The law is enforced equally; no favors are
played. Every person, no matter how powerful or how popular, will
be treated the same under the eyes of the law.
In the design phase of objective applications, the constitutionality of a proposed law would receive serious consideration. The
writers would be continually referring to the Constitution and its
Amendments, especially the Ninth and Tenth Amendments, in
their study to determine if a new law or power was within the design limitations established by the Constitution.
I bring up these two Amendments for a reason. Under today’s
endless subjective applications of government, the Ninth and
Tenth Amendments mean little
Amendment IX
to nothing to our politicians.
The enumeration in the Constitution, of
certain rights, shall not be construed to
deny or disparage others retained by the
people.

Amendment X
The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people.

Left -- The Subjective Side
The Left Side is the domain for
the subjective design, application, and enforcement of Constitutional law. It is the artistic
side and the domain for the living-and-breathing applications
of the Constitution. Unserious
applications of good law is a
trait of the left.

In the application of subjective design, the authorities could write a
law that they knew was non-constitutional. They can then choose
to enforce that law, or any other law at their whim, using various
powers at their disposal to benefit or harm persons whom they select. This abuse of law is a powerful political weapon, especially
with an uninformed public.
For the most part, people tend to lean a little toward the subjective
side of the law. We like a bit of forgiveness, especially when driving a couple of miles per hour over the speed limit. But when the
crimes get serious, our society turns toward the objective side; we
won’t entertain the argument of a person who says he killed “only
one” person.

“Leftism.”
Some of the most respected minds in our nation have written
about the left, but they have done so without identifying what characteristic makes a political act leftist, or what mark the “left” is to
the left of. While they do identify the ultimate aim of the leftist faction, they ignore identifying how the leftists are engineering their
success.
Why is it LEFT-ism?
Leftism is a process of changing a government by mutating the
intent and application of a nation’s laws instead of using that
nation’s proper constitutional processes of change.
The leftist faction gets its power by engaging in the continued
exercise of subjective applications of law and its enforcement.
This is validated in the Constitutional Initial Point’s design.
Leftism’s first step to power is to portray the nation’s current law
as “living and breathing” while it teaches disrespect for the current
constitution (it’s old, it needs to be changed). This sets the necessary foundation for their usurpation of law.
From there the leftist faction employs lawfare by engaging in civil
lawsuits and various legal processes. It works on the society by
shifting their definitions, attacking the character and intelligence of
its opponents and distorting events in history
The leftists produce their version of victims of the current system,
often ones whose rights they claim are “being trampled,” and then
introduce specious remedies that may or may not be cures for the
problems they’ve identified.
The actual purpose of their “remedies” is not to solve problems; it
is to bring more power to their faction.
Their attacks and remedies are presented to the citizens through
their important powers in their media sources and education services. The messages are combined with the distribution of benefits from the nation’s treasury and instilling pride in their followers
by making claims of their being the superior party and the continual ridicule of their political opponents. This process creates an
economic and emotional bond with the faction and its followers
that is difficult to separate.
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As the leftist faction gains strength it uses its powers to place its
agents in the nation’s courts of law, who then use their positions to
accelerate the mutation of the nation’s processes. The continued
mutations will soon corrupt the original system enough to enable
the faction to change the government by using some of the nation’s proper constitutional processes.
Lets Talk Intensity
We are accustomed to judging the intensity of an act by using
personalized measurements. For example, if we have a intense
dislike for right-to-life or pro-abortion groups, we may immediately
cast our opponents as extremists. That type of judgment is subjective; it is based on personal perception and desire; the measurements can have wild variances.
So, let’s make some sense out of this nonsense. Consider the
intensities of your own mind. What is the least intensity? What is
the greatest intensity?
The least intensity is “indifference” or “apathy.” It is when you
have no concerns about an issue, law, or act. You just don’t care.
The greatest intensity is when you care so much about an issue
that you will kill for it.
Government has the same intensities. It may not care for your
t-shirt of the day or what songs you sing in the shower. But there
are acts that the government cares so much about that they will
have a penalty of execution.
So, the intensities run from the minimum (not caring) to caring so
much that you, or the government, will kill.

With these intensities we have the extremes; the scale goes from
indifference to execution. We set them as the bookends. From
there we simply interpolate the degrees of intensity from one end
to the other.
Here are the steps of intensity in the Constitutional Initial Point.
Steps 4 - 7 involve the government and/or its officials.
1. Indifference / Apathy
2. Tolerance to Disagreement
3. Disapproval to Protests to Ridicule
4. Government hearings, citations, legislative proposals
5. Lawsuits, low-level felonies, incarceration
6. Expensive lawsuits, loss of all property, long term
imprisonment
7. Execution
Over the next page we will build the model in a step-by-step
process.

The Constitutional Initial Point

Section 1: Indifference / Apathy

The first area represents the area of apathy or indifference. This
is when a government, or its officers and employees, do not care
about certain actions of its citizens.
From a constitutional perspective, the government should not
care which stereo receiver you buy, what type of music you listen
to, what color of car you drive, or how many children you have.
Already we see our government wielding its influence into some
of these areas.
Section 2: Tolerance to Disagreement

We now start to work away from the Constitution (the IP) in a
series of uniform steps on each side of the model. Here you can
see that section 2, representing Tolerance to Disagreement, takes
up equal spaces on each side of the CIP model.
Tolerance is closer to the IP than Disagreement, as it is the first
step away from indifference.

Section 3: Disapproval - Protests - Ridicule

This next step from the IP represents activities of those who
actively disagree with others. The silence is gone. Now personal
actions are undertaken, from voiced disagreement to protests that
may lead up to ridicule. Some of these protests may lead right up
to the edge of violations of the law; that is the next step.
Because the length of this model will grow longer, only the right
side will be represented in the following panels. Keep in mind that
the left side is a mirror reflection of the right.
Section 4: Low Level Government Action

Now the power of government enters the IP model, which is
represented by the larger size of the box. This starts with ridicule
by Members of Congress and other government officials, simple
government hearings, including ones that are held solely to discredit an individual in the eyes of the public. From there it covers
legislative proposals done for political purposes and political indictments. Citations from federal officers that would involve fines
are within this section.
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This section is especially important in engineering the return of
civility within the chambers of our Legislative branch, especially the
Senate. In the last few years we have heard Senators malign the
efforts of many, including our soldiers and those who back their efforts to fight enemies of this nation. Such invidious comments are
forbidden by Jefferson’s Manual, where, in Sec. III (PRIVILEGE), it
reads that the Senator’s persons shall not be “. . . assaulted or their
character’s traduced.”
Section 5: Fines, Lawsuits, Short-Term Imprisonment

The government now takes substantial action, including legal
actions against a party. The costs, in terms of fines and total costs
of defense and/or punishments to the targets of these actions are
less than $250,000. This section involves felonies and lawsuits that
are filed on government matters.
Section 6: Expensive Lawsuits, Felonies with Long-Term
Incarceration, Loss of all Property

Here the costs are heavy, from property and assets lost to time
spent in prison. This is also the area of Phyrric victories, where
“winning” by the citizen carries terrible costs. The far end of this section represents imprisonment for life.

Section 7: Execution
The final section is that of the final solution: death. It is the most
extreme punishment that can be dealt by government.

The Full Model of the Constitutional Initial Point
This is what the entire model looks like:
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Plotting the Political Acts
Keep in mind that this model uses acts of government and law
as its measure of intensity, not personal desires and not emotion.
Therefore, extreme means extreme punishment in this model, not
extreme disagreement.
Here’s a good scenario for this exercise:
Representative Comb-over introduces a bill to secure the borders
and prosecute all offenders of immigration law. The punishment
for any violation is 60 days confinement in a federal jail and then
returning the alien to their home country.
The first consideration is what the Constitution orders. In Article
IV, Section 4, it states that the Federal Government shall protect the States from invasion. This proposal by Representative
Combover is an attempt to objectively enforce the terms of the
Constitution; so, the plot begins on the right side.
The Constitution of the United States
is the Center, the Initial Point
Left Side - Subjective, Un-serious Applications of our Constitution
Living and Breathing laws and enforcement

Right Side - Objective, Serious Applications of our Constitutional
design; Serious law enforcement.
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The intensity of the punishment, 60 days, places the marker in the
the lighter area of section 5. Greater times of punishment would
move the line further to the right. If the proposal called for the
alien’s execution, the plot would be in area 7.
A bill that called for the execution of illegal aliens would be an
extreme right-wing proposal.
A Tricky Plot
In the next example Senator Longtimer introduces a bill to outlaw
abortion in all the States. The bill has a mandatory 20 year prison
term for violations. Where would this bill be plotted?

The trick here is that the Constitution says nothing about abortion. Therefore, the 10th Amendment comes into consideration.
According to the Constitution’s design, abortion should be left up
to the states.
The Constitution of the United States
is the Center, the Initial Point
Left Side - Subjective, Un-serious Applications of our Constitution
Living and Breathing laws and enforcement

Right Side - Objective, Serious Applications of our Constitutional
design; Serious law enforcement.
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Therefore, the plot of this bill would be on the side that is nonconstitutional—the left side. The punishment puts the line in the
red zone, because it involves long term incarceration.
However, if there was already a constitutional amendment that
outlawed abortion, the plot would be on the right side. Remember, everything has to be based on the Constitution’s design.
This plotting may surprise some people, but it provides a good
example of how un-seriously we work with our Constitution and
our laws. We have equated the right side to religious philosophy
and the left side with anti-religious dogma for so long that we have
forgotten to consider our Constitution when we argue matters.
One Last Point
As I worked on this political model I noticed that the further I
moved to the left, the more I found people who wanted to take
wealth by using the power of government. The more I moved to
the right, the more I found people who wanted to create wealth by
private sector businesses. The leftist big government side must
take from the creators of wealth. Leftism will not survive without
the productive (right side) members of society. Moreover, as you
will see in the next chapter, the Democrats cannot survive unless
they campaign against the Republicans.

